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The High Temperature Corrosion Centre – HTC – has 
become one of the world's leading research environments 
in its field. This brochure presents HTC and provides some 
typical examples of how our research contributes to a 
more sustainable energy system. 

 – Jan Erik Svensson, Director at HTC and Professor at 
Chalmers University of Technology.
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World leading research on
corrosion at high temperatures 

With the Swedish Energy Agency as a co-financier, the 

High Temperature Corrosion Centre HTC works in close 

collaboration with companies to create cost-effective 

materials for industrial processes and make Sweden's 

energy system more eco-friendly.

“The goal is to make Sweden's companies and academies 

more competitive internationally, this is achieved through 

a combination of research and practical tests together 

with HTC's member companies”, says Jan-Erik Svensson, 

Professor of Materials Chemistry and Head of Division of 

Energy and Materials at the Department of Chemistry and 

Chemical Engineering, Chalmers University of Technology.
The High Temperature
Corrosion Centre

The HTC centre of excellence
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H
igh-temperature corrosion occurs 
in many processes, for example in 
boilers that generate electricity 

through combustion of biomass and waste, 
gasification of biomass and in engines, and 
in other processes. Corrosion reduces plant 
service life, limits the use of fuels and hinders 
the development of more economical and 
environmentally sustainable processes and 
systems.
     “The aim of our work is to create an 
understanding of why corrosion occurs, and 
helps develop new, more corrosion resistant 
materials. The research creates a framework 
in which findings are generalised and can be 
applied across a range of different industries”, 
says Jan-Erik Svensson.
     By creating materials that are more 
heat resistant, making it possible to raise 
temperatures in e.g. furnaces, higher process 
efficiencies can be achieved. 

This provides both environmental and 
commercial benefits.
     “One of HTC's goals is to improve the 
competitiveness of green electricity 
compared to fossil fuels.”
     The Swedish Energy Agency, Chalmers 
University of Technology and 18 member 
companies finance HTC’s research. For the 
companies, this means the collaboration 
provides threefold research value for every 
invested krona. Since its start in 1996, HTC 
has grown to become a leading international 
player within high-temperature corrosion 
research.
     “Applied research with real-world field 
tests on-site at our member companies, 
academic research at Chalmers and 
collaboration with RISE IVF, RISE KIMAB and 
KTH Royal Institute of Technology provide 
advances on a broad front at the highest 
scientific level.”

HTC’s research is geared towards understanding  
and solving corrosion problems. 
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Research takes place at Chalmers and 
also at the member companies.

Research takes place at Chalmers and also at  
the member companies.
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HTC's member companies

Sandvik Materials Technology • Energiforsk (E.ON, Stockholm Exergi, Mälarenergi, Tekniska verken i Linköping) •  
Siemens • Babcock & Wilcox Völund • Sumitomo SHI FW Energia • Phoenix Biopower • 

Smålands stålgjuteri • Kanthal • Ceres Power • NIBE Industrier • Valmet • Thermo-Calc Software  
• Maabjerg Energy Center • MH engineering • Entech Energiteknik • Cortus Energy • Azelio • Janfire

     Sandvik Materials Technology and E.ON 
are two of the original member companies 
who are still with us today. 
      “We have extensive collaborations, and 
the companies see a direct benefit from 
our work. Research into finding more cost-
effective and eco-friendly materials is always 
of interest to the industry and there are 
always new goals to achieve”, says Jan-Erik 
Svensson.
      In addition to research, HTC is also 
responsible for spreading knowledge on 
high temperature corrosion in Sweden. 
One example is the international course for 
the employees of member companies and 
doctoral students. HTC also contributes with 
expertise in the corrosion courses that are a 
part of Chalmers’ master’s programme.                     

      Since the start, HTC has graduated around 
50 Ph.D students who have gone on to work 
at colleges, universities and companies all 
around the world.

Fields where HTC's research is 
applied today

• Boilers that generate electricity through 
the combustion of biomass and waste

• Gasification of biomass

• Materials for electrical resistance heating

• Small biomass-fired boilers for heating 
homes

• Thermal solar electricity

• Additive manufacturing

• Fuel cells (SOFC/SOEC) 
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A successful collaboration 
for sustainable energy production

In their efforts to create a more sustainable Sweden,  

electricity provider E.ON and the High Temperature  

Corrosion Centre HTC collaborate to improve the way  

renewable fuels are used in combined heat and power 

plants. They investigate how different structural materials 

are affected by the fireside environment, with the aim of 

increasing boiler efficiency and service life.

“Just over 30 years ago, Swedish combined heat and power 

plants operated on 80 per cent fossil fuels, but these days  

biofuels account for 90 per cent of the fuel mix instead, 

which unfortunately entails a number of challenges.  

Our goal is to transition completely to renewable fuels, and 

to achieve this, HTC's research is needed”, says Anna  

Jonasson, process engineer at E.ON Heat.

Case – E.ON Heat

E.ON generates and 
provides energy to the 
Nordic market.
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B
ack in the early 90s, the Swedish 
government decided to introduce 
a carbon dioxide charge on non-
renewable fuels. In 1995, following 

Sweden’s entry into the EU, a carbon 
dioxide tax was introduced. It was no longer 
advantageous for Sweden's energy providers 
to burn oil or coal, and the transition to 
biofuel and renewable energy sources picked 
up speed.
    “But the new fuels created problems. Ill-
adapted materials in the furnaces, together 
with an aggressive flue gas environment, 
meant that boilers began to leak and 
break down prematurely. Boilers that had 
previously run without problems broke down 
after just a few years”, says Anna Jonasson.

     The solution was to form HTC together 
with material suppliers, other electricity 
providers, state-owned Nutek and Chalmers.
     “We needed to know more about corrosion 
mechanisms that affect boilers in order to 
adopt the right countermeasures. We can do 
this either by using more corrosion-resistant 
materials or attempting to make the flue 
gas environment less corrosive e.g. by using 
various fuel additives.”  

Industry-related research with social 
relevance

In principle, combined heat and power 
plants can be run on any kind of fuel, fossil or 
renewable.
     “Because combined heat and power plants  

The Händelö generating station in Norrköping 
where many of E.ON's and HTC's tests take place.
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HTC's research has made E.ON's combined 
heat and power plants more efficient.
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generate both electricity and heat, they’re  
extremely efficient – more than 90 per cent 
of the energy can be extracted from the fuel”, 
says Jesper Liske, Associate Professor at the 
Division of Energy and Materials at Chalmers 
University of Technology.
     HTC is researching the effect of combus-
tion on boilers to achieve a greater under-
standing of the corrosion processes and 
discover which construction materials are 
most durable or most economically favoura-
ble. The tests are conducted partly in HTC’s 
lab at Chalmers in Gothenburg, where it is 
possible to analyse every minor change in the 
material, and partly at E.ON’s installations. 
     “We're advancing on a pretty broad front 
with academic research on one flank and 
industry-related, applied methods on the 
other. The combination is important; it not 
only means science at the highest level but 
also has great social relevance.” 
     HTC's research has led to more and more 
corrosion-resistant materials in boilers, and 
this has increased both their service life and 
the temperatures the boilers can withstand. 
     “Our collaboration provides direct gains 
such as better and cheaper material use, 
while our suppliers have also made use of 
the knowledge and are currently developing 
better materials. HTC's research provides 
benefits at several collaborative levels”, says 
Anna Jonasson.
     The knowledge has also helped boiler 
furnaces remain in operation longer and with 

less downtime than before. 
     “Every stop means lost time and every 
start-up requires start fuel, which has an 
environmental impact per se.”

Sweden's tomorrow is today's responsibility

Today, combined heat and power plants ac-
count for around 9 per cent of the country's 
electricity generation. However, electricity 
generated from biofuels needs to be more 
economically competitive compared to fossil 
fuels; the effects of corrosion on materials 
are still a limiting factor today. It is simply not 
possible to fire boilers as efficiently as with 
coal.
     “Our primary task is to gain insights into 
the problems that arise. If we can increase 
boiler service life and efficiency with bio-
based combustion, we can also reduce car-
bon dioxide emissions. It’s an important step 
if Sweden is to reach its green objectives”, 
says Jesper Liske.
     E.ON is investing in sustainability. The goal 
for 2025 is for the operation to include solely 
renewable and recycled fuels and to move 
away from fossil fuels entirely. 
     “At E.ON, we want to take responsibility 
and contribute to a more sustainable society. 
If we are to achieve our goals, research is 
essential; we need new solutions to achieve 
increased operating time, efficiency, service 
life and process reliability using biofuels”, 

says Anna Jonasson.

“Collaboration has led 
to better and cheaper 
materials use.”
Anna Jonasson, process engineer, E.ON Värme

Case – E.ON Heat
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“Fuel cells are a small  
market with a huge future”

Together with the High Temperature Corrosion Centre 

HTC, Sandvik is working on creating better, more cost-

effective materials to increase both the efficiency and 

service life of fuel cells. Demand is increasing for this highly 

efficient technology, which used properly can be extremely 

eco-friendly.

“Fuel cells are already used in a range of different segments 

and fields of application, because they can be portable 

or stationary and work well in both the private and 

commercial markets. Together with HTC, we’re making 

constant advances that benefit both our customers and the 

environment”, says Jörgen Westlinder, Manager Coated 

Strip Products R&D at Sandvik Materials Technology.

Sandvik is a 
mechanical engineering 
group that operates in 
mining, industrial metal 
cutting and materials 
technology.

Case – Sandvik Materials Technology
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G
enerally speaking, a fuel cell works 
like a battery but with the advan-
tage that it will provide electricity 
and heat as long as it receives fuel. 

     “For the time being, fuel cells are a small 
market, but with a huge future. They can 
be used in e.g. vehicles and households to 
provide electricity and heat, or in portable 
applications. They’re extremely efficient 
compared to e.g. internal combustion 
engines”, says Jörgen Westlinder.
     In the transport segment, trucks are an  
interesting area as drivers need comfort 
energy in their cabs during overnight stops. 
The fuel cell can then use the truck's diesel 
as fuel, which is much more sustainable than 
allowing the engine to idle.
     “The great thing is the process also works 
in the opposite direction – fuel cells can use 

energy to produce fuel. For example, surplus 
electricity generated from solar or wind pow-
er can be used to produce and store hydro-
gen for use in fuel cells, for example to gen-
erate electricity at night or when the wind 
isn’t blowing”, says Jan Froitzheim, Associate 
Professor at the Division of Energy & Materials 
at Chalmers University of Technology.

A market of opportunities

Sandvik has worked together with HTC since 
its inception in 1996, and on coating research 
for fuel cells since 2008. Fuel cells are always 
connected in series, and a bipolar plate, 
which at Sandvik consists of specially coated 
steel, is used to separate the individual cells. 
It's here the collaboration with HTC plays an 
important part.
     “Together, we measure conductivity and 

Sandvik Materials Technology's production line in Sandviken.
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Sandvik's coated steel is a world leader.
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the service life of various coatings and  
material combinations in the field of 
high-temperature fuel cells, SOFC. We’ve 
learned an incredible amount – HTC has 
helped Sandvik's coated steel become a 
world leader”, says Jörgen Westlinder.
     Energy and energy efficiency are strategic 
areas for Sandvik.
     “HTC understands our needs and is able to 
convert this to research that not only pro-
vides benefits for industry, but also for the 
public good. For Sandvik, the collaboration 
means the better use of resources and an 
ability to increase the efficiency of our  
customers' installations.”
Sandvik is a global industrial group and  
research brings benefits at several levels.
     “Our work with HTC has given us a stable 
skills platform that enables new  
collaborations with new customers. As we 
develop better, more  
efficient technologies, there are positive  
effects for our customers who in turn are 
able to advance and contribute to a more  
sustainable society.”

The future before our very eyes

Fuel cells are considered to be the future in  
sustainable energy. They can run on different 
sorts of fuel, both fossil and renewable, and 
with hydrogen the only by-product is water. 
They are also efficient, quiet and can be run 
continually.
     “Fuel cells can play a major role in  
tomorrow's society and the challenges we’re 
facing when it comes to deciding how climate 
neutral energy systems should look.”
     The challenge today is making fuel cells at 
the right cost and achieving sustained  
performance throughout a long service life. 
     “The difficulty is in building a functioning 
fuel-cell economically. If the material is too 
cheap and of inferior quality, the cell will  
corrode and break down. Too expensive, and 
it's not economically sustainable. By  
combining a standard steel with customised 
coatings, we can balance the equation. It’s 
here that much of our research with  
Sandvik takes place today”, says Jan 
Froitzheim, Associate Professor at the  
Division of Energy & Materials at  
Chalmers University of Technology.

“We’ve learned an incredible 
amount – HTC has helped 
Sandvik's coated steel 
become a world leader.”
Jörgen Westlinder, Manager Coated Strip Products 
R&D at Sandvik Materials Technology.

Case – Sandvik Materials Technology
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World leading alloys  
at Sandvik

Kanthal are specialists in materials and systems for 

high temperatures at Sandvik. Together with the High 

Temperature Corrosion Centre HTC, they develop new, 

more sustainable materials and alloys.

“We’re constantly striving to be the world leader in the 

field of high temperatures, and our collaboration with HTC 

plays an important part in our ability to continue driving 

developments”, says Dilip Chandrasekaran, Head of R&D and 

Technology at Kanthal.

Kanthal is part of the 
Sandvik group and a 
world leader in prod-
ucts and services in 
heating technology.

Case – Kanthal
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T
he multi-billion-dollar Sandvik group 
develops materials for  
applications such as combined heat 
and power plants, furnaces and fuel 

cells. Kanthal develops products that gener-
ate and protect against heat and which have 
long been used in everything from major 
industrial furnaces and boilers to everyday 
household appliances such as ovens and 
toasters.
    “By understanding fundamental issues 
within high-temperature corrosion and de-
veloping better materials, we help solve our 
customers’ problems and maintain our world 
leading position”, says Dilip Chandrasekaran.
To be the best in the world across a range of 
applications and to be able to produce and 
develop high quality products, Kanthal needs 
to understand the mechanism that breaks 
down materials at high temperatures.

     “It’s essential that high temperature  
materials are able to form a protective 
oxide layer, so a great deal of our research 
with HTC involves getting this oxide layer 
to behave as well as possible. HTC provides 
us with access not only to world-leading 
high-temperature research, but also to an  
important network.”
     By producing better materials that can 
withstand higher temperatures and more 
corrosive environments, it is possible to use 
products for longer and improve process  
productivity, thereby reducing environ- 
mental impact. Using theoretical  
simulations and practical tests, HTC and 
Sandvik build on their knowledge and are 
able to predict qualities and properties for 
evaluation, both in the laboratory and in 
real-world process plants.
     “It is an effective method that's constantly  

Dilip Chandrasekaran, Head of R&D and  
Technology at Kanthal.
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under development. Collaboration between  
industry and research helps Sweden's  
industrial base stay at the leading edge.  
It means we're able to increase the rate of 
product development, and this not only  
provides gains for the environment but  
naturally also both for companies and for 
Sweden”, says Jan-Erik Svensson, Professor 
of Materials Chemistry and Head of Division 
of Energy and Materials at the Department 
of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering,  
Chalmers University of Technology.

Concrete results with major returns

One example of where Kanthal's and HTC's 
efforts have made a difference is in the  
rollers used to transport products through 
large industrial ovens. Conventional rollers 
usually need to be cooled in order to cope 
with loads and corrosion at high  
temperatures.
     “Our materials development has enabled 
us to replace water-cooled rollers with  
uncooled versions. One of our customers 
replaced their rollers a couple of years ago 
and now saves 8 GWh per year in one single 
oven. A replacement can have an extremely 
positive impact on the  
environment”, says Dilip Chandrasekaran.
     The research covers many fields and can 
be applied in e.g. solar thermal energy, waste 
incineration, biomass combustion and energy 

storage etc.
     “HTC works with eco-friendly, renewable  
energy. Our focus is on energy saving, and the 
best way of reducing emissions from energy 
generation is not to need the energy in the 
first place”, says Jan-Erik Svensson.
     Sustainability is important for Sandvik, 
which sees gains in both commercial and 
environmental terms. 
     “If we can use environmentally sustainable 
material and as little of it as possible yet still 
achieve the same or better results, we also 
help our customers streamline their  
processes and become more sustainable.  
We seek to avoid a throwaway mentality and 
we strive constantly to offer products that 
reduce the consumption of finite resources 
both during manufacture and use”, says  
Dilip Chandrasekaran.

Active search for HTC's expertise

Sandvik is one of the companies that initiated 
the formation of HTC 21 years ago. The 
collaboration has developed ever since and 
today HTC is involved at an early stage in 
product development processes.
     “The more clearly we can define a problem, 
the more effective our collaboration, some-
thing we naturally perceive as extremely 
beneficial for us. It provides great gains for us 
and for our customers”, says Dilip  
Chandrasekaran.

“The environment, companies 
and Sweden all profit from the 
collaboration between industry 
and research.”
Dilip Chandrasekaran, Head of R&D at Kanthal.

Case – Kanthal



19 19Among other things, HTC and Kanthal 
develops alloys for more durable furnace rollers.
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Shared vision for a
sustainable society

World-beating, leading-edge expertise – in Gothenburg. 

HTC was the natural research choice for Babcock & Wilcox 

Vølund AB when it was time to test sulphur recirculation in 

order to generate more, and greener, electricity. 

“Their expertise and our products are a perfect match”,    

says Sven Andersson, R&D Manager at Babcock & Wilcox 

Vølund AB.

Babcock & Wilcox 
Vølund AB builds and 
operates renewable 
energy installations.

Case – Babcock & Wilcox Vølund AB
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B
abcock & Wilcox Vølund specialises 
in flue gas cleaning technology and 
energy recovery from waste and bio-
fuel. The company has been working 

together with High Temperature Corrosion 
Centre HTC, for 10 years. HTC's world-lead-
ing expertise in high temperature corrosion 
made it the natural choice when it came to 
testing the effect of sulphur recirculation 
aimed at generating more electricity and 
reducing boiler corrosion. 
     “When using sulphur recirculation, the 
most important goal is reducing high-tem-
perature corrosion. HTC not only has the 
expertise, it's also located here at Chalmers 
in Gothenburg, which is a perfect fit for both 
of us”, says Sven Andersson, R&D Manager at 
Babcock & Wilcox Vølund AB.

Generating more

In October 2016, B&W Vølund completed 
its first commercial sulphur recirculation 
installation at the Maabjerg Energy Center, 
(MEC) in Denmark. The Danish installation's 
unique feature is its two parallel boilers, one 

with sulphur recirculation and one without. 
This makes it possible to compare precisely 
how much more electricity is produced and 
how much less boiler corrosion there is using 
the new technology. 
     “We already have preliminary results and it 
appears that corrosion is significantly re-
duced with sulphur recirculation. We will take 
new samples this autumn to see how things 
are developing after a year’s operation.” 
     The new test results provide significant 
financial and environmental gains. 
     “With a higher sulphur concentration, 
the boilers don’t corrode as quickly, and not 
having to replace boiler components means 
enormous gains, both for the environment 
and for our budget. Another is the boiler’s 
ability to cope with higher steam values, 
allowing us to generate more environmental-
ly-friendly electricity”, says Sven Andersson. 

Aiming for a sustainable society

The ability to see how research findings 
function in practice was part of HTC’s original 
vision 20 years ago. 

Maabjerg Energy Center in Denmark.
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     “One of our ideas at a very early stage was 
to change the environment and reduce  
corrosion by e.g. adding sulphur to prevent 
chemical reactions in the boilers. We ran 
experiments in the lab and saw how this 
affected the corrosion mechanisms; we ran 
them on a larger scale in various types of  
projects and today's collaboration means 
we're conducting research in the first  
commercial installation. The ability to link the 
research all the way from fundamental  
studies to commercial installation that  
realises HTC's visions of a more sustainable 
society is very rewarding”, says Torbjörn 
Jonsson, Associate Professor at the  
Division of Energy & Materials at  
Chalmers University of Technology.
     Thanks to the collaboration with HTC, 
B&W Vølund now enjoys a deeper under-
standing of how sulphur recirculation  
actually works.  
     “It’s given us an entirely different insight 
into the chemistry and physics, and of course 
this is incredibly satisfying. HTC is both 
capable of and interested in industry-related 
research”, says Sven Andersson. 

Success spawns more ideas

The success at Maabjerg Energy Center 
provides a breeding ground for more ideas 

that can be developed and put into practice 
in the future. Working close to companies 
and being able to interpret what research 
findings will entail for companies and society 
are guiding principles in HTC's work. 
    “At HTC, we're constantly striving to play 
our part in the creation of a sustainable so-
ciety. We research relevant issues and we're 
extremely proud whenever our research has 
a positive impact on society. The long-term 
collaboration between our researchers, 
companies and the Swedish Energy Agency is 
the key to creating continuity and allows us 
to develop”, says Torbjörn Jonsson.  
     The dream that B&W Vølund and HTC 
share is for the findings from the project in 
Denmark to enjoy a major breakthrough both 
at home and internationally. 
     “In Sweden, we use a great deal of the 
energy recovered from waste incineration 
boilers as district heating. Corrosion is the 
reason we don’t generate much electricity di-
rectly; today the boiler material can’t usually 
cope with the temperatures necessary for in-
creased electricity generation. If we succeed 
in creating a less corrosive environment for 
district heating boilers, we can extract more 
green electricity, which will benefit both 
society and the environment”, says Torbjörn 
Jonsson.

“HTC is both capable of and 
interested in industry-
related research.”
Sven Andersson, R&D Manager at   
Babcock & Wilcox Vølund AB in Gothenburg.

Case – Babcock & Wilcox Vølund AB
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The collaboration means B&W Vølund generates 
more electricity with less boiler corrosion.
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SteamBoost raises 
steam temperatures

A final superheater that can raise steam temperatures 

to 480 °C in grate furnaces. This was the objective of the 

SteamBoost development project – which is now reality 

after five years of successful testing and technical advances 

that provide effective natural gas savings.

“The result is an innovative incineration boiler design that 

sets new boundaries for steam temperatures and pressures 

and thus for the waste incineration plant’s electrical 

generation efficiency”, says Torbjörn Jonsson, Associate 

Professor at the Division of Energy & Materials at Chalmers 

University of Technology.

Babcock & Wilcox 
Vølund AB builds and 
operates renewable 
energy installations.

Case – Babcock & Wilcox Vølund AB
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B
abcock & Wilcox Vølund has been 
carrying out tests at the Affald-
Plus commercial plant in Næstved, 
Denmark since June 2012. The tests 

provided successful results that showed how 
combustion in the furnace can be controlled 
and how the most corrosive flue gases can be 
separated to raise the temperature and thus 
increase energy recovery. The initial tests 
showed how many watts per square metre 
of boiler tube surface in the furnace can be 
transferred to raise steam temperature, and 
succeeded in simulating a final superheater 
that can raise the temperature in a waste-in-
cinerating grate furnace.
     During Phase II in 2014, the temperature 
was raised to 480 °C by adding more boiler 
tube surface – in the form of longer tubes – in 
the simulation of the extra superheater. 
     This is where the collaboration with High 
Temperature Corrosion Centre HTC was 
initiated and the project began. The research 
collaboration entails investigating boiler 
tube materials that can cope with extra high 

temperatures. 
     “We had data from earlier tests at B&W 
Vølund, but based on a different type of 
calculation. We joined the project partly to 
understand and work with the material that 
B&W Vølund had already produced, and 
also to link it to extensive studies where we 
looked at the type of deposits formed and 
how corrosive they are on various materials”, 
says Torbjörn Jonsson, Associate Professor 
at the Division of Energy & Materials at  
Chalmers University of Technology.
     The overarching goal is to increase steam 
temperature and thus efficiency. This will 
be implemented through two strategies – a 
new place in the boiler for superheating, and 
testing a class of materials that is new in this 
context.
     “Previous experience has shown that flue 
gases and deposits from waste created an 
extremely corrosive environment, especially 
above the grate where the temperature is 
high. We've investigated the possibility of 
combining a favourable location with a new 

SteamBoost helps B&W Vølund raise steam 
temperature in grate furnace boilers. 
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class of materials in order to reduce corro-
sion and increase efficiency in this type of 
boiler.”
     The result of the collaboration is an entire-
ly new innovative furnace design aimed at 
increasing steam temperature in which a so-
called SteamBoost superheater is installed 
in the lower part of the grate furnace where 
there are fewer corrosive flue gases. 
     “Together with B&W Vølund, we are 
carrying out full-scale tests in a commercial 
installation in Denmark in which we have 
deployed probes in various materials. We've 
performed two rounds of tests with various 
types of materials and corrosion probes, and 
looked at how flexible the materials are in 
terms of temperature.” 
     HTC is creating a framework with 
research into the application where findings 
can be generalised and help companies 
to find solutions. B&W Vølund has varied 
the settings on the commercial boiler and 
HTC’s scientists have studied how corrosion 
appears at different temperatures. 
     “The next step for B&W Vølund is to  
produce a commercial installation and 
perform full-scale tests over an extended 
period.” 

In terms of economy, environment and the 
public good, what would you like to emphasise?

     “Here in the Nordics, we're good at 
biomass combustion and waste incineration 

thanks to our earlier transition, and we have 
extensive experience and research in the 
field, something we'd like to help pass on.  
And we could also spread the technology 
globally by demonstrating a different way 
to generate electricity. Renewable energy 
derived from waste not only means we get 
rid of the latter, but also that we generate 
electricity and raise efficiency. From a 
wider social perspective, many different 
energy solutions are necessary to create a 
sustainable energy system, and it's here this 
type of installation is extremely important.” 

How will things develop moving forward?

     “From a research perspective, there are 
considerable opportunities for raising the 
temperature to improve efficiency if we can 
find a solution where flue gases contain a lot 
of energy and are less corrosive. Just how 
cost-effective this will be is another question, 
but there is enormous potential”, says 
Torbjörn Jonsson.

SteamBoost – small but efficient

SteamBoost is an entirely new, innovative 
boiler design. After just over four years' 
development and testing of B&W Vølund’s 
SteamBoost, the superheater is now ready 
for full-scale tests at the AffaldPlus combined 
heat and power plant in Næstved, Denmark. 
     Field tests have already been carried out 
on the commercial installation, with different 

“SteamBoost has raised our 
energy efficiency.”
Lars Mikkelsen, R&D Engineer and Project Manager 
for SteamBoost at B&W Vølund.

Case – Babcock & Wilcox Vølund AB
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materials being tested during SteamBoost 
trials, where one to two per cent of the steam 
was passed through the superheater.  
The SteamBoost superheater absorbs up to 
10 times as much heat while being only  
one-tenth the size of a conventional  
superheater, which will help ensure good 
commercial benefit. 
     “A small superheater is advantageous as it 
takes up so little space and because we can 
use more expensive materials in the steam 
tubes”, says Lars Mikkelsen, R&D Engineer 
and Project Manager for SteamBoost at 
B&W Vølund.
     B&W Vølund thinks waste-to-energy is 
one of the best technologies for converting 
non-renewable waste to energy and into new 
raw materials. B&W Vølund aims to build the 
best installation for this purpose, with the 
highest possible steam parameters, thereby 
achieving high electrical generation  
efficiency. In 2017, the company went all 
the way and passed all of the steam through 
SteamBoost. 
     “We've made a detailed boiler design.  
What's more, we've purchased the necessary 
materials and equipment for the new design 
for delivery during the autumn.”                                                      
     The installation at AffaldPlus will take 
place during the spring of 2018.  

Following installation, full-scale testing will 
continue for three years.
     High steam pressure and superheater 
temperature are of the greatest importance 
from an efficiency perspective. To achieve an 
energy efficiency approaching other types of 
boiler fuels such as fossil fuels and pure bio-
mass, the superheater temperature must be 
increased from the 425-440 °C range to 480 
°C. This is not possible with existing boilers 
and materials technology due to excessive 
high temperature corrosion.
     “The new SteamBoost concept has shown 
that steam temperature can be raised while 
keeping the rate of corrosion low. The new 
concept can be integrated fully in the boiler, 
and externally the power plant has the same 
shape as a conventional energy installation.”

Moving forward, how do you see SteamBoost 
in terms of the economy, environment and the 
public good?

     “SteamBoost technology has considerable 
commercial potential in countries that don’t 
use district heating. Electrical generating  
efficiency is an important competition  
parameter in such countries. The commercial 
aspects in countries that use district heating 
depend on electricity and heating prices”, 
says Lars Mikkelsen.

SteamBoost is an extra final superheater 
installed downstream of the conventional 
superheaters. Steam is passed through the 
final superheater, which is located in the rear 
of the furnace where flue gas temperatures 
reach 800-900 °C. Conventional superheat-
ers, located in the boiler's convection sec-
tion, are able to raise steam temperature to 
around 440 °C, but by using the new Steam-
Boost superheater, steam temperature can 

be raised a further 10 per cent to at least 480 
°C. An important part of the development 
work comprised a pincer strategy to prevent 
corrosion. This involves devices to guide the 
highly corrosive flue gases in the furnace to 
prevent them reaching the back of the fur-
nace where the SteamBoost superheater will 
be located. Work was also carried out with 
materials that can cope with the aggressive 
environment in the furnace. 

How SteamBoost works

Case – Babcock & Wilcox Vølund AB
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Gasification technology with  
a global market potential

Only 15 employees yet well on the way to become a world 

leader – and in June 2018, the first commercial installation 

officially opened. Using a unique gasification process, R&D 

company Cortus Energy in Kista, Stockholm, produces 

clean, tar-free gas from low-grade fuels. The company 

has worked with RISE KIMAB – part of the HTC centre of 

excellence – since 2013.

“RISE KIMAB provides us with an extensive network and is a 

source of invaluable knowledge. Our technology has several 

potential fields of application and we do our bit to help the 

Swedish Energy Agency reach its ambitious main goals of a 

fossil-free vehicle fleet by 2030 and 100 per cent fossil-free 

electricity by 2040”, says Pawel Donaj, Project Engineer at 

Cortus Energy.

Cortus Energy has a 
unique gasification 
process that produces 
clean gas from low-
grade fuels.

Case – Cortus Energy
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T
he Cortus installation processes bio-
mass such as wood chips, bark and 
fibre sludge from paper mills. These 
are “low-grade” fuels that cannot 

otherwise be used for energy recovery. The 
product is clean, tar-free gas comprising pri-
marily carbon monoxide and hydrogen.
     “This is quite simply an entirely new highly 
efficient technology. Cortus is unique on the 
world market. There is a wide range of appli-
cations; the gas can easily be burned directly 
in demanding high-temperature processes 
or converted to other energy forms such as 
electricity, renewable natural gas or liquid 
fuel”, says Pawel Donaj.
     Cortus was formed in 2006, back when 
there were very few gasification plants 
around the world. The situation is similar to-
day, but Cortus hopes to change that soon. In 
June, it will officially open its first commercial 
gasification plant in Höganäs, Sweden.
     “There is a big market in Sweden, and also 
internationally.” 

Unique solution, but a lack of knowhow

Right away, Cortus identified major challeng-
es that required finding methods to:

     • Process low-grade or damp fuels that are 
not pretreated.

     • Produce tar-free gas that can be used in 
different applications.

     • Achieve a sufficiently high coefficient of 
efficiency to complete with fossil fuels.

     The solution became what is today known 
as WoodRoll, which is the name of the instal-
lation that converts the fuel – biomass – to 
clean gas. In it the fuel is dried, pyrolysed and 
decomposed to create pure gas in the gasifi-
cation process.
     One of the installation's major advantages 
is the great amount of energy and heat recov-
ered by the system, which means a high-en-
ergy exchange.  One of the major disadvan-
tages, which is also Cortus's strength, is the 
entirely unique solution.
     “Its utter uniqueness meant we didn't 

Cortus Energy's WoodRoll installation in Höganäs.
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know how the material in the boilers would 
behave. There aren't many people who can 
help us with our unusual technology – there's 
a lack of research in the field.”

Research and industry in collaboration

Rikard Norling is project leader at RISE 
KIMAB, one of Europe's leading corrosion 
and material research institutes and part of 
the research group at the High Temperature 
Corrosion Centre HTC centre of excellence. 
It is a seat of applied research with relevance 
to trade and industry. 
     It began its collaboration with Cortus 
in 2013 in an exchange that benefited the 
company on several levels through increased 
knowledge and an extensive network. 
Together, RISE KIMAB and Cortus are 
studying the material problems that can 
occur in the WoodRoll plant.
     “The problems are different than with 
conventional combustion; there are different 
types of corrosion processes when there is a 
shortage or surplus of oxygen. In some cases 
it creates a more aggressive environment,” 
says Rikard Norling, Project Manager at RISE 
KIMAB.
     This entails greater wear and affects 
efficiency. Different gases are produced 
depending on the fuel used. For example, coal 

has long been used for energy production 
and research on the corrosion processes here 
is more exhaustive.
     “Research into the material problems 
that occur in this type of gasification – from 
biomass – is new.”

Field and laboratory tests

RISE KIMAB and HTC have extensive experi-
ence in corrosion research. To assist Cortus, 
Rikard and RISE KIMAB are using a labora-
tory environment to look into the material 
problems that can occur.
     “We've tried to imitate different kinds of 
environment and conduct corrosion tests to 
understand the problems that occur. This has 
not only given Cortus a basic understanding 
of the field, but has also provided the same 
insight to other industries working with gas-
ification, which can now take more informed 
decisions in their choice of materials from 
both an environmental and economic per-
spective.”
     The research is tested in Cortus's pilot 
plant in Kista.
     “We're building up fundamental knowledge 
that companies such as Cortus can then use 
in their decision processes.” 
The aim is to create greater understanding in 
the field of corrosion research.

“The aim is to create greater 
understanding in the field
of corrosion research.”
Pawel Donaj, Project Engineer at Cortus Energy.

Case – Cortus Energy
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HTC's network is global

In addition to knowledge, RISE KIMAB and 
HTC contribute an extensive network of 
industrial players, something Cortus draws 
great benefit from.
     “Because ours is a small company, 
we have to find partners. HTC and RISE 
KIMAB's collaboration with e.g. Sandvik 
and Kanthal also benefits us, as we use their 
technology in our processes. We all share 
an interest in creating more cost-effective, 
environmentally friendly materials”, says 
Pawel Donaj.

Advances make a breakthrough

Cortus recently succeeded in converting 
the gas from the plant into biomethane, i.e. 
renewable vehicle CNG. This provides their 
plant with additional fields of application.
     “We will open our first commercial plant 
in June, and we're very excited and looking 
forward to the results. There are great  

opportunities for growth and we can see 
robust markets all around the world, with 
possible collaborations in places like Cali- 
fornia, the USA in general, Japan and France.”
     In other words, the green gas has great 
potential.
     “The market will decide. The gas can be 
used for heating, electricity generation or 
vehicle fuel. This means great flexibility, and 
we're looking forward to continued long-
term collaboration with RISE KIMAB and 
HTC”, says Pawel Donaj, Project Engineer at 
Cortus Energy.

Cortus Energy

Cortus's gasification technology is 
unique on the world market

RISE KIMAB and the HTC centre  
of excellence
The HTC centre of excellence includes researchers 
from Chalmers University of Technology, KTH, 
RISE IVF and RISE KIMAB. RISE KIMAB is part 
of the RISE research institute and develops 
and improves total solutions within corrosion, 
materials and production technology.
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This is HTC

HTC

Scientists from Chalmers University of Technology conduct 

research at HTC with help from scientists from KTH Royal 

Institute of Technology, RISE IVF and RISE KIMAB. Togeth-

er, they contribute with their cutting edge skills within the 

field of high-temperature corrosion. The host university is  

Chalmers University of Technology in Gothenburg.  

This is where most of HTC’s fundamental research is carried 

out in high-tech laboratory environments.
The High Temperature
Corrosion Centre
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Three-party agreement 

18 
member 

companies

Swedish 
Energy Agency

Chalmers 
University of 
Technology

H
TC was started in 1996 and is 
financed by the Swedish Energy 
Agency, Chalmers University 
of Technology and 18 member 

companies that benefit from and take part in 
HTC's research. Each party accounts for one 
third of the funding.           
     Funding from the companies comprises 
both cash and in kind financing in the form of 
e.g. materials or employee hours. 
    The current HTC contract runs from 2018 
to 2021.
     Over the years, HTC has produces about 
50 PhDs who have gone on to work in trade 
and industry, colleges and universities. 

HTC is a centre of excellence.

HTC is a platform for collaboration between 
universities, companies and research insti-
tutes to conduct long-term research. 
     The new knowledge helps materials man-
ufacturers, plant designers, process devel-
opers, research companies and end users 
to formulate strategies to solve corrosion 
issues. In this way, HTC contributes to the 
development of new, more energy-efficient 
and environmentally sustainable processes 
and installations.                  
     The centre also provides new networks 
for companies to access skills that meet their 
requirements.

KTH RISE IVF

HTC

RISE 
KIMAB

The High Temperature
Corrosion Centre
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HTC

Participating research groups

Chalmers University of Technology – host 
University
Chalmers University of Technology conducts 
research and offers education in technology, 
science, shipping and architecture with 
a sustainable future as its global vision. 
Chalmers is well-known for providing an 
effective environment for innovation and has 
13 departments. The university has a strong 
international character with close  
collaborations with universities all over the 
world. Situated in Gothenburg, Sweden, 
Chalmers has 10,300 full-time students and 
3,100 employees. Research into HTC takes 
place in the Division of Energy and  
Materials at the Department of Chemistry 
and Chemical Engineering and the Division 
for Materials Microstructure at the  
Department of Physics.

KTH Royal Institute of Technology

The Division of Surface and Corrosion 
Science at KTH participates in HTC.

RISE KIMAB

Develops and improves total solutions 
within corrosion, materials and production 
technology.

RISE IVF

RISE IVF develops and introduces new 
technology and new working methods across 
a range of industries with a focus on product, 
process and production development.

A network for collaboration

HTC also conducts research outside of the 
three party agreement which is financed by
research funding organisations in Sweden 
and the EU. Part of this external research is 
practical, while other parts focus more on 
basic science. HTC also carries out commis-
sioned research for individual companies. 

Four years for Sweden's future

HTC's latest evaluation for the period 2014-
2017 declared HTC to be a very prominent, 
well-functioning centre of excellence that 
conducts high-quality and internationally 
recognised generic research into high- 
temperature corrosion that is highly relevant 
for participating companies and which  
produces outstanding results in several 
areas.
     HTC’s focus during 2018-2021 will be to 
boost the participation of companies and 
increase the exchange of staff between  
companies and universities. HTC will  
organise workshops in which industry can 
present its corrosion problems and where 
HTC scientists can contribute with  
knowledge and their latest research findings. 
HTC has also recruited seven new SMEs for 
the period.
     HTC's research is internationally  
well recognised. HTC will intensify its efforts 
to establish new international collaborations 
and consolidate existing collaborations,  
especially with the aim of participating in 
new EU projects.
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HTC

KME

SEA 
Biokraft

Vinnova

NICe

Swedish 
Energy Agency

Chalmers Areas  
of Advance 

EU

VR

SSF

The HTC research cluster

          Basic research

VR - The Swedish Research Council 

SSF - Swedish Foundation for Strategic  

Research 

Chalmers Areas of Advance - Energy &  

Materials science 

Nordic Funds/NordForsk - Nordic research 

collaboration 

Formas - A swedish research council for 

sustainable development

HTC is the nucleus in a Swedish research 
cluster into high-temperature corrosion.

          Applied research

EU - Horizon 2020  

Swedish Energy Agency FFI - Strategic 

vehicle research and innovation 

NICe - Nordic Innovation Centre 

KME - Consortium in materials technology 

for development and demonstration of 

thermal energy processes 

Vinnova - Metallic materials, strategic  

innovation programme 

SEA Biokraft - Swedish Energy Agency  

research and innovation programme

Nordic Funds 
/NordForsk

Formas

HTC
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The Swedish Energy Agency works for a  
sustainable energy system, combining eco-
logical sustainability, competitiveness and 
security of supply. Among many things, the 
Agency develops and disseminates know- 
ledge about a more efficient energy use, 
finances research for new and renewable 
energy technologies and participates in  
international collaboration with the aim of 
attaining Swedish energy and climate  
objectives. The Swedish Energy Agency is 
subordinate to the Ministry of Environment 
and Energy, and regulated by the  
Government through the instruction and 
annual appropriations directives. Parliament 
and the Government decide on the  
assignments and budget of the Agency. 
     Part of the Energy Agency's assignment 
includes supporting research and innovation 
within the field of energy, and this involves 
e.g. the research conducted at HTC.

Chalmers University of Technology is a foun-
dation-funded college based in Gothenburg 
and which pursues education and research at 
an internationally high level.  
     Chalmers has sustainable development 
as its driving force and common thread 
throughout the University. Chalmers  

conducts research and takes on major,  
complex societal challenges by pooling  
expertise with other players in society.  
     Chalmers is home to national centres of 
excellence that coordinate research and 
practical applications by working across tra-
ditional institutional boundaries, with other 
universities and commerce. HTC is one of 
these centres of excellence.

The 18 member companies comprise both 
major international enterprises and small  
development companies. They include e 
nergy providers, boiler makers, producers of 
gas turbines, fuel cells and materials  
producers, entrepreneurs, consultants etc.  
     The generic, generally applicable research 
conducted at HTC forms a valuable part 
of the companies' internal research and 
development efforts concerning the new 
problems they are constantly faced with in 
their product development and contacts with 
customers. This means HTC contributes to 
the greater global climate benefit and the 
development of Sweden's industry. 
     The participating companies not only  
contribute funds but also in kind financing, 
e.g. materials or employee time.

Sustainable collaboration 
for the future

HTC's funders
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HTC is financed by the Swedish Energy Agency, Chalmers 
University of Technology and 18 member companies.
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Address
Chalmers University of Technology
Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Centre of Excellence for High Temperature Corrosion, HTC 
SE-412 96 Gothenburg, Sweden

Street address
Kemivägen 10 
Chalmers campus Johanneberg

Telephone number
+46 (0)31 772 2863, +46 (0)31 772 1000 (exchange)

Website
www.htc.chalmers.se

Jan-Erik Svensson 
Director
Professor and Head of Division of Energy 
and Materials, Department of Chemistry and 
Chemical Engineering
jes@chalmers.se

Jesper Liske 
Deputy Director
Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry 
and Chemical Engineering
jesper.liske@chalmers.se

Contact HTC

The High Temperature
Corrosion Centre
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www.htc.chalmers.se
The High Temperature
Corrosion Centre


